
How to sell diamond jewelry safety? 

At a time when internet emerges as the new marketplace for both individuals and business, jewelry 

segment can no longer in stay in isolation. The biggest change the industry has been seeing at 

present is to buying and selling of jewelry over internet. In the present context, there are lots of 

service providers that allow people to send diamond jewelry online against much attractive prices. 

So, how to proceed with that? Here is the answer.  

The two important facets of knowledge to get the best price for your jewelry are the factors that 

determine the value of precious jewelry and the options to honoring it. Does this refer that you have 

to be a gemologist just to sell your diamond jewelry? No. But some homework and note taking can 

mean a much better price paid for your jewelry. Let’s begin with what ascertains the worth of your 

jewelry. 

Condition is a significant decisive factor of the price got for your jewelry. Scratched and broken 

jewelry often justify the restoration expenses but most of the time damaged jewelry is only valued 

at its inherent worth. Jewelry repair in several cases is counter-intuitive. I have seen jewelry that has 

been mangled in such a way that the cost of restoration is minor and easily justified. On the other 

hand what looked to be an unimportant problem condensed the jewelry unreturnable. Jewelry 

repair is one aspect you don’t want to be a “do it yourselfer”. Let the professionals do their job, or it 

could end up costing you a ton of money at the time of cash gold exchange in Los Angeles. 

Jewelry is found to be its best when thoroughly cleaned. Properly clean your jewelry before 

displaying it around. If you do not know the 100% perfect way to clean your piece of jewelry let a 

professional jeweler do this task for you. Some jewelry stores may even clean it without any charge. 

Please note that the wrong cleaning can damage jewelry. If your are not sure about how to clean the 

jewelry or gem, let the professionals do it and make it easier for you to sell your diamond jewelry.  

Gems are an intrinsic part of jewelry. The estate jewelry value could be 99% ascertained by the gem. 

On the other side the gem could include zero to the value. The two important factors are the gem 

itself and the status. Some gems have a better value as compared to others. A natural ruby is worth 

multiple times then a synthetic ruby. Diamonds are usually more valuable then amethysts. Knowing 

your gem’s grade and rarity will help with understanding its value. The condition of the gem is 

critical to the value. Some chips and abrasions can justify the republishing cost. But in most cases 

chips and scratches will render the gem unappealing and valueless. Tip: careful handling of jewelry 

retains a higher value then carelessness. 
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